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SUMMARY
This is the final summary report resulting from the project
'User-based evaluation of the zoning plan and day-to-day
management in the Capricornia Section of the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park'.
The Authority has actively sought public evaluation of its
performance and has been rewarded by both a favourable judgement
and valuable information on how its performance could be even
further improved.
The overall public response to the Zoning Plan and day-to-day
management is positive. At the same time, users have raised a
number of issues that are to be addressed both in the forthcoming
review of the Capricornia Section zoning Plan and in the
development of guidelines and policies for day-to-day management.
This research project was also undertaken as a pilot exercise to
develop and test evaluation procedures for marine park planning.
The methodology that has been developed has proven to be a useful
model for further evaluation exercises.
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
The Capricornia Section of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park contains
the waters, reefs and shoals of the Capricorn and Bunker Groups of
islands offshore from the coastal centres of Yeppoon, Rockhampton and
Gladstone (see Figure 1). The Section covers more than one million
hectares and includes some of the most heavily used areas of the Great
Barri er Reef.
The Zoning Plan and regulations for the Capricornia Section of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park came into effect on the 1st July 1981.
It was the first Zoning Plan prepared by the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority and marked the end of an intense period of research.
planning and public participation.
Since that time the emphasis in the Capricornia Section has been on the
implementation of the Zoning Plan and on the establishment of day-to-
day management programmes through the joint efforts of the Authority
and the Maritime Estate Branch of Queensland National Parks and
Wildlife Service.
At present, day-to-day management is undertaken by the Queensland
National Parks and Wildlife Service working within guidelines and in
accordance with policies set by the Authority. A permanent management
presence has been established within the Section and in adjacent
mainland centres. The responsibilities of the Capricornia Section
management team include surveillance. enforcement of the Zoning Plan
and regulations, education. extension. issuing of permits, provision of
visitor facilities, research and monitoring.
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FIGURE 1: TilE CAPRICORNIA SECTION OF TIlE GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK
3As part of its on-going responsibilities, the Authority is aware of the
need to monitor the performance of Zoning Plans and management
programmes within the various Sections of the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park. The Capricornia Section User Survey is the Authority's first
attempt at a scientific and systematic user-based evaluation of a
Zoning Plan and day-to-day management. The Capricornia Section was
selected for this pilot project because the Zoning Plan has been in
effect longer than any others and is due for its first statutory review
duri ng 1986.
1.2 TARGET POPULATIONS
Under the terms of reference for the investigation, it was required
that information be collected from each of the following thirteen user
groups within the Capricornia Section:
Commercial fishermen,
Private motor-boat owners,
Island resort managers,
Charter boat operators.
Permi t ho1ders,
Island residents,
Heron Island Resort visitors,
Lady Elliot Island Resort visitors,
Charter boat passengers,
Day-visitors to Lady Musgrave Island,
Island campers,
Research Station directors, and
User clubs and organizations.
Definitions of the User Groups examined in this survey
are provided in Appendix I.
4It represents the most ambitious survey programme undertaken in any
Section of the Marine Park and includes some major user groups who have
never previously been studied in any detail. At the time of
undertaking the surveys, the only user group of any significance not
included in the survey was cruising yachtsmen. These users are the
subject of a separate survey programme being undertaken by the
Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service.
1.3 SURVEY OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the Capricornia Section User Survey were:
to ascertain users' awareness of the Zoning Plan, regulations and
day-to-day management arrangements.
to determine the impacts of the Zoning Plan. regulations and day-
to-day management as perceived by users of the Capricornia
Section.
to measure users' attitudes towards the current Zoning Plan.
regulations and day-to-day management, and
to measure users' preferences for new and/or different management
prescriptions.
These objectives were prepared by the consultants in consultation with
officers of the Authority and the Queensland National Parks and
Wildlife Service.
1.4 STUDY OUTPUTS
The output from the project consists of:
thirteen separate technical reports containing the detailed
results of individual surveys administered to each of the user
groups. and
a summary report that brings together the major findings from all
the surveys.
5This report is the summary report. It contains an overview of all the
survey results in a form that is suitable for interpretation by the lay
reader. The full technical details of the survey methodologies and
findings are contained in the individual technical reports.
62.0 THE SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Throughout the investigations, the emphasis has been on the collection
of information in a systematic and scientific manner. This chapter
contains a summary of:
the survey methods employed,
the samples selected, and
the variables measured.
2.1 THE SURVEY METHODS EMPLOYED
Use patterns in the Capricornia Section are extremely complex. There
are, for example, mixtures of:
commercial and non-commercial uses,
island-based and boat-based users,
group and individual users, and
a variety of different access modes by sea and air.
The complexities are such that one single survey of all the different
user groups was methodologically and logistically out of the question.
For this reason a family of surveys was undertaken, with each component
survey designed to capture information from a specific user group
within the overall population of Capricornia Section users. Details of
the survey methods used for each of the thirteen different user groups
are contained in Table 1.
The timing and organization of the surveys was specifically designed:
to take account of seasonal variations in use, and
to ensure that any users who were in more than one user group (for
example speed boat owners and campers) were only included in the
one survey which represented their primary activities.
USER GROUP
Commercial fishermen
Private motor-boat
owners
Island resort
managers
Charter boat
operators
Permit ho1ders
Island residents
Heron Island
Resort visitors
Lady Ell iot
Island Resort
vi s itors
Charter boat
passengers
Day-visitors to
Lady Musgrave
Island
Island campers
Research station
directors
User clubs and
organizations
7
TYPE OF SURVEY
Mail questionnaire
Mail questionnaire
Personal interview
Personal interview
Mail questionnaire
Self-administered
mail-back questionnaire
and personal interview
Self-administered on-
site questionnaire
Self-administered on-
site.questionnaire
Self-administered on-
board questionnaire
Self-administered on-
site questionnaire
Self-administered on-
site questionnaire
Personal interview
Mail questionnaire
WHEN UNDERTAKEN
July-September 1985
August-September 1985
May 1985 and
November 1985
May 1985
September - December
1985
July 1985 and
November 1985
July 1985 and
November 1985
November - December
1985
September - November
1985
November - December
1985
April 1985 and
November 1985
May 1985 and
January 1986
October - November
1985
TABLE 1 SURVEY METHODS EMPLOYED
82.2 THE SAMPLES SELECTED
Details of the sampling procedures and the sample sizes are contained
in Table 2. Considerable effort was taken to ensure that, as far as
possible, selected samples were representative of the user populations.
Apart from the sample of charter boat passengers, all survey samples
are reasonable representations of the user populations. Because of the
low response rate and the logistical difficulties of surveying charter
boat passengers, the representativeness of this sample cannot be
guaranteed. Nevertheless, the results of the charter boat passengers'
survey have still been included because so little is known about this
group of users. However it is recommended that information from the
sample of charter boat passengers be treated with caution if
extrapolations are to be made to the whole population of charter boat
passengers.
2.3 THE VARIABLES MEASURED
A summary of the evaluation variables measured in each survey is
included in Table 3. These variables are grouped into the following
four sets which correspond to the survey objectives contained in
Section 1.3:
a set of awareness variables,
a set of impact variables,
a set of attitudinal variables, and
a set of preference variables.
Additional descriptive variables were also included in each survey to
obtain basic information about respondents, their level of experience
in the Section, their origins etc. The purpose of the descriptive
variables was to help define and classify respondents into small sub-
groups which may be useful in specific applications of the data at a
later date.
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Because of the need to compare responses from different user groups in
the Capricornia Section. there was a clear need to incorporate standard
questions and standard formats to the greatest extent possible. The
cost of comparability has been some minor reduction in the degree of
specificity that could be incorporated into the questionnaires for each
of the user groups.
It will be noted from Table 3 that not all survey variables were
measured for all user groups. The emphasis in the design process was
firstly to focus on key variables and secondly to keep questionnaires
within a manageable length.
It was therefore necessary in the design of questionnaires to exclude
certain questions where:
it was obvious that respondents would have insufficient experience
or knowledge to offer meaningful responses (e.g. some of the
impact variables were not measured for resort visitors), and
it was obvious from previous Authority and National Parks and
Wildlife Service contact with user groups that the measurement of
some variables would just be re-collecting information that was
already known (e.g. some of the awareness variables were not
measured for research station directors. charter boat operators
and island resort managers).
One of the main functions of this summary report is to compare the
views of different user groups in the Capricornia Section. In making
these comparisons, considerable care has been taken to ensure that the
responses are only compared when the different user groups have
responded to identical questions.
On a small number of occasions the different survey methodologies
prevented identically worded questions being asked of different user
groups. In these circumstances the responses are reported in the
individual technical survey reports but have not been included for
comparative purposes in this summary report. This situation occurred
in only a small number of cases where the surveys were undertaken by
personal interview (e.g. the survey of charter boat operators).
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3.0 THE SURVEY RESULTS
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The survey results presented in this chapter are intended to provide an
overview of what has been a major data gathering exercise. The
emphasis is on highlighting the major findings and general trends of
the user survey. For more detailed consideration of individual user
groups or survey variables. the reader is referred to the thirteen
technical survey reports that accompany this volume.
Although thirteen different user groups were surveyed, only eleven sets
of results are presented here. The reason for this is that the
populations of:
island resort managers (3 individuals), and
research station directors (2 individuals)
were so small that confidentiality of their responses could not be
guaranteed. The results of these remaining two surveys are therefore
contained in separate confidential reports that have been lodged with
the Authority.
To assist in the interpretation of the results. sample sizes are
included with the responses to the various survey questions. These
sample sizes are intended to be indicative only - they indicate the
total size of the samples and do not take account of non-responses for
individual questions.
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3.2 AWARENESS VARIABLES
The awareness variables are intended to measure users' knowledge and
understanding of the Capricornia Section and the Zoning Plan.
Contained within this section of the report are records of the
percentages of respondents who:
were aware that the place they were visiting was a marine park,
knew that the Capricornia Section was first proclaimed as part of
the marine park between 4 and 6 years ago,
were aware that a Zoning Plan had been prepared for the
Capricornia Section,
had seen a copy of the Zoning Plan,
own a copy of the Zoning Plan,
correctly thought that an objective of the Zoning Plan was to
protect the reef for future generations,
correctly thought that an objective of the Zoning Plan was to
exercise some control over what people do and where they go,
correctly thought that an objective of the Zoning Plan was to
allow a reasonable amount of fishing and shell collecting,
correctly thought that an objective of the Zoning Plan was to
provide areas where tourists can go and facilities can be
developed,
correctly thought that an objective of the Zoning Plan was to keep
some areas in a natural state by closing them off to the public,
could correctly name the zone around the reef on which they were
located or spent most of their time,
correctly named G.B.R.M.P.A. as
preparation of the Zoning Plan,
the agency responsible for the
and
correctly named Qld. National Parks and Wildlife Service as the
agency responsible for day-to-day management.
Note: nfa indicates that the question was not asked of that user group.
Sample Size
16
who were aware that the place they were visitingPercentage of respondents
was-within a marine park.
1.
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boal Operators
Permit. Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lsdy Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
f-n/a -- 111
r../-e --- 72
f-n/a 26
m/a - 164
!-n/a - 50
- 510
- 166
- 61
373
~n/a - - 147
I- n/a 26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Day-VI.
. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen - 111
72Private Hotor-Boet Owners
Charter Boat Operators n/a 26
164Permit Holders
Island Residents 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors n/a 510
Elliot Island Resort Visitors nla 166
Charter Boat Passengers nla 61
ilors to Lady Musgrave Island n/a 373
Island Campers 147
User Clubs and Organizations 26
2. Percentage of respondents who knew that the Capricornia Section was first
proclaimed as part of the marine park between 4 and 6 years ago
lady
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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3. Percentage of respondents who were aware that a zoning plan had
been prepared for the Capricornia Section.
Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot laland Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
-- 111
- 72
--n/a - 26
- 164
- 50
510
-- 166
.
-- 61
)73
- 147
26
o 10 20 )0 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
4. Percentage of respondents who had seen a copy of the zoning plan.
Sample Size
Commercial rishermen
Private Molor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Resort Viaitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
111
- 72
nla 26
164
50
510
166
61
)73
- 147
26
o 10 20 )0, 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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5. Percentage of respondents who own a copy of the zoning plan.
Sample Size
-- 111
- 72
- 26
- 164
- 50
-
510
-
- 166
-
- 61
-
37J
-
- 147
- 26
Island Campers
Island Residents
Charter Boat Operators
·Permit Holders
Commercial fishermen
Charter Boat Passengers
Private Molor-Baat Owners
Heron Island Resort Visitors
User Clubs and Organizations
lady Elliot Islsnd Resort Visitors
Dsy-Visitors to lsdy Musgrave Island
o 10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Heron Island Resort Visitors
User Clubs and Organizations
Lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Ie Size5amp
- 89
.. - 66
n/s --
-
. - 153
42
159
51
- 28
94
87
15
of respondents* who correctly thought that an objective of
Island Residents
Permit Holders
Commercial Fishermen
Island Campers
Charter Boat Operators
Charter Boat P8ss~ngers
Private Motor-Boat Owners
the zoning
Percentage6(a)
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
* Note; only includes respondents who were aware of the 20ning plan.
6(b)
19
Percenta~e of respondents* who correctly thought that an objective of the
zoning p an was to exercise some control over what people do and
~~t~go.· ~~egze
Commercial rishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady EllIot Ialand Resort Visitors
Ch8~ter Boat Passengers
Oay-Visitora to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
..- 89
- 66
I-·n/a -
....- 153
- 42
159
-- 51
- 28
94
. 87
- 15
8070605030 402010o 90 100
percent
Percentage of respondents* who correctly thought that an objective of the
zoning plan was to allow a reasonable amount of fishing and
shell collecting. Sample Size
6(c)
Commercial fishermen
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot laland Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
- 89
- 66
n/a
-
... 153
42
159
51
28
94
.. 87
15
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
* Notel only includes respondents who were aware of the zoning plan.
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. -
... - 89
· 66
-o/a ..• -
- 153
-
42
· 159
- 51
- 28
94
· 87
- 15
6(d)
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charler Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot laland Reaort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
leland Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
o and facilities
the
Sample Size
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
- 89
- 66
I- n/.
-
153
.. 42
159
51
- 28
94
87
15
Island Campers
Island Residents
Charler Boat Passengers
Permit Holders
Commercial fishermen
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Charler Boat Operators
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
User Clubs snd Organizations
percent
6(e) percenta~e of respondents· who correctly thought that an objective of the
zonin an was to kee some areas in a natural state b closin them off
to t e pu 1 C. Sample Size
lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
* Nole: only includes respondents who were aware of the zoning plsn.
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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7. Percentalle of respondents WIO could correctly name the zone around the reef
on whIch they were located or spent most of theIr tIme.
- Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Privste Hator-Ooat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders rn/s
I~IBnd ResidentB
HBron IBIBnd Resort VisitorB ~
lsdy [ liiot Isiend Resort VisitorB r-
Charter Boat Passengers I--
Osy-Visi tOfS to Lady Musgrave Island ~
Island Compers I--
User Clubs and Organizations t-
O 10 20 )0 40
- 111
- 72
- 26
- 164
- 50
- 510
- 166
- 61
)7)
- 147
- 26
50 60 70 80 90 100
pe~cent
From the surveys that employed interview techniques (e.g. the charter
boat operators' survey) and for other surveys where there was close
contact with users (e.g. island residents and island campers), it is
apparent that many regular users are aware of where and when activities
of interest are permitted even though they may not be aware of the
correct zone names.
In the case of surveys that sought information from predominantly
'novice' users (e.g. the resort visitors and day-visitors) there was a
tendency for respondents to assume that use controls are more stringent
than they actually are in practice. There was a common assumption
amongst these users that extractive activities were not permitted anywhere
within the marine park.
22
I'ercentaee of resllOndents who correct ly named G.B.R.M.I'.II. as the agency
respuns i lie (or tile preparation of Lhe zon Iny plan. 51JIllplfl Size
Cotrmerclo1 fishermen - 111
Prlvste Hotor-Deat Ownors - 72
Chorler 800l Operolore
- n/o 26
Permit lIolders - 164
Island Residents · 50
eron lelend Reeorl Vlellore I- n/e - 510
llol lelond Reeorl Vlelloro "/0 166
Chorlor 800l Poosengero I- h/o · 61
oro lo Lody Muegrevo Islond I- "/0 - 371
(Blend COlJl>ora · 147
ser Clubs snd Orgonizatiolls 26u
H
Lody E1
lJ.
Ooy-Vleit
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 00 90 100
percent
ld. National Parksand Wfldlifeg. I'ercentage of res ondents who correctly named
ay management.
So..,le Size
Commercial fishermen
Prlvote MOlor-8ool Ownero
Cherter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Rosort Visitors
ledy Elliot lolond Reeorl Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Ooy-Visilore lo lody Muogrovo Islond
Island Campera
User Clubs end Orgenizetions
- 111
- 72
--n/o - 26
- 164
- 50
I- n/o - 510
I- n/o - 166
c-_ n/o - 61
- -n/. - . J73
147
- 26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 00 90 100
percent
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Percentage of respondents who could correctly name the zone around the reef
on which they were located or spent most of their time. Sample Size
Commercial rishermen - 111
Privale Motor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators I-- - 26
Permit Holders I-n/o - 164
Island Residents - 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors t- - 510
lliot lslsnd Resort Visitors
-
- 166
Charter Boat Passengers
-
- 61
tors to Lady Musgrave Island
-
J7J
Island Campera
-
- 147
User Clubs and Organizations I- - 26
lady [
7.
Osy-Visi
o 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
From the surveys that employed interview techniques (e.g. the charter
boat operators' survey) and for other surveys where there was close
contact with users (e.g. island residents and island campers), it is
apparent that many regular users are aware of where and when activities
of interest are permitted even though they may not be aware of the
correct zone names.
In the case of surveys that sought information from predominantly
'novice' users (e.g. the resort visitors and day-visitors) there was a
tendency for respondents to assume that use controls are more stringent
than they actually "are in practice. There was a common assumption.
amongst these users that extractive activities were not permitted anywhere
within the marine park.
22
percentage of reSllondents who correctly named G.D.R.M.P.II. as the agency
respons i Ie for tIe prellaration or lhe zonTli!iPlan C I SI. ;Jomp 11 zo
Corrwnerciol rlehormen - 111
Private Holor-Uoat Ownors - 72
Charler Boat Operetora
-n/a 26
Permit /Ioldera · 164
hlend Reelde"la · 50
eron lalend Reaort Vial tore nla · 510
Ilot laland Reaort Visitora "/a 166
Charter Boal Possengers I- ilia - 61
ora lo Lady Musgrave lelsnd nla · 37J
leland Compers - 147
ser Clubs and Organizations 26
II
u
Lady £1
o.
Day-VlaH
D 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Sample Size
of respondents who correctly named Qld. National Parks and WfldlifePercentage
Service as
9.
Commercial riahermon
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charler Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Resldenls
Hefon Island Resort Visitors
Ledy Eiliol leiend Reeorl Vlellore
Charter Boat Passengers
Dey-Vleltors to Lady Musgrave leland
Island Campers
User Clubs Bnd Organizations
- 111
- 72
f--n/a - 26
- 164
- 50
I- nle 0 510
I- nle 0 166
1-- nlo - 61
I- -n/o -. 37J
147
0 26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
perc~nt
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3.3 IMPACT VARIABLES
The impact variables are intended to measure the effects that the
Zoning Plan has had on users and to see if any users perceive
themselves as being unduly disadvantaged. Contained within this
section of the report are records of the percentages of respondents
who:
thought that some users were being disadvantaged by the Zoning
Plan (plus relevant comments),
felt that the Zoning Plan had changed their activity patterns (for
pre 1981 visitors only), and
thought that they had been financially affected by the Zoning
Plan.
Note: n/a indicates that the question was not asked of that user group.
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.
Commercial rishermen - 111
ivsto Hotor-Boat Owners 72
Charter Boat Operators - 26
PermIt Holdere - 164
lslsnd Rssldente - 50
Islsnd Resort Visitors f- nla - 510
lelsnd Resort Visitors f- nls - 166
harter Boat Passengers .- 61
to lsdy Husgreve Islsnd f- nls '7'
Island Campera r-- 147
lubs and Organizations - 26
c
Pr
Hafon
User C
1. Percentage of respondents who thought that some users were being
lIisadvantaged by the zoning plan Sample Size
ledy Elliot
Dey-VisItors
o 10 20 )0 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
The main areas of disadvantage perceived by users were:
closure of traditional commercial fishing grounds,
closure of One Tree Island Reef to charter boat operators,
recreational fishermen and photographers,
a decrease in the diversity of reef destinations available to charter
boat operators,
making small boats travel further out to sea by the closure of some
inner reefs,
unreasonab1e restri ctions on trawl i ng and spear. fi shi ng,
recreational fishermen being treated more leniently than commercial
fishermen, and
excessive restrictions being placed on the conduct of scientific research.
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their activity patterns. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen .- 95
Private Motor-Boat Owners 44
ChBr~er Boat Operators 18
Permit Holders ...- 103
laland Residenta -··n/a - -
eron Island Resort Visitors
- n/a - -
liot laland Resort Visitors - n/a -
Charter Boat Passengers - 21
ora to Lady Musgrave Island - n/a . - -
Island Campers - 44
Ber Clubs and Organizations .- 26u
H
lady El
2. Percentage of pre 1981 visitors who felt that the zoning plan had changed
Day-Visit
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
3. Percentaoe of respondents who thouoht that theY had been financiallv
affected by the zoning plan. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen - 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners '- n/a - 72
Charter Boat Operators 26
Permit Holders n/a - 164
Island Residents n/a 50
Heran Island Resort Visitors n/a 510
lady El liot laland Resort Visitora n/a 166
Charter Boat Passengers . n/a 61
Day-Viaitora to lady Muagrave lalend nla 373
Island Campers -- 147
User Clube and Organizations .. nle 26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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All the respondents who indicated that they had been financially affected
perceived the impacts to have b~en negative. In nearly all cases their
comments stemmed from the closure of traditional use areas.
In the case of commercial fishermen, the most common comment (by 16
separate respondents) was that they must now either work longer hours
travelling to more remote fishing grounds or settle for a reduced
income. In the case of charter boat operators, the major concern
(voiced by 3 operators) was that they are now paying higher fuel costs
to travel to more remote areas.
While many of the recreational users commented on the fact that they
have been disadvantaged to some degree by the closure of certain areas
to fishing and collecting, there was a tendency for respondents to
accept that reasonable use restrictions are acceptable if they ensure
the long term protection of the Reef. This view was supported by
permit holders.
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3.4 ATTITUDINAL VARIABLES
The attitudinal variables are intended to measure users' perceptions of
the performance of the Zoning Plan and day-to-day management in the
Capricornia Section. Contained within this section of the report are
records of the percentages of respondents who:
felt that the legal provisions of the Zoning Plan are being
adequately enforced (plus relevant comments),
had met a marine park ranger in the Capricornia Section (together
with users' images of marine park rangers),
• felt that the current permit issuing system is satisfactory (plus
relevant comments),
agree that the Zoning Plan has helped to protect the Great Barrier
Reef,
agree that the Zoning Plan has improved Australia's reputation in
nature conservation,
agree that the Zoning Plan has improved the fishing,
agree that the Zoning Plan has been a good example of State and
Commonwealth government co-operation,
agree that the Zoning Plan has been a wise use of public money,
agree that the Zoning Plan has been a bureaucratic nightmare,
agree that the Zoning Plan merely reflects what has been going on
for years anyway, and
agree that the Zoning Plan places too many restrictions on what
they can do.
Note: nla indicates that the question was not asked of that user group.
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1. Percentage of respondents who felt that the legal provisions of the zoning
plan are belng adequately enforced. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen - 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators 26
Permit Holders -- 164
Island Residents - ~o
Heran Island Resort Visitors n/a - 510
lady [I liot Island Resort Visitors - n/a 166
Charter Boat Passengers n/a - 61
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island - n/a 373
Island Campers . 147
User Clubs and Organizations I-- - 26
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 aD 90 100
percent
The following enforcement problems were noted most often by respondents:
there is inadequate surveillance of the Section,
known offenders are not being prosecuted,
rangers are rarely seen in the-field,
more rangers are required,
aerial surveillance is ineffective, and
illegal night fishing is occurring.
2( a) 29. Percentage of respondents· who had met a marine park ranger in the
Capricornia Section. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat ~paratora
Permit Holders
Island Realdenta
Heron laland Raaort Vlaitors
lady Elliot Island Reeort Viaitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Oay-Viaitors to lady Muegrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
111
72
26
· 164
50
510
· 166
· 61
I- 37)
- 147
26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 00 90 100
percent
2(b) User perceptions of the knowledgeability of marine park rangers.
Semple Size
Commercial fIshermen
Privete Motor-Boat Owners
Chartar Boat Operatora
Permit Holdera
laland Reaidents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot Island Reaort Viaitors
Chorter Boat Passengers
Oay-Viaitora to ledy Muegrave Islend
Island Compel's
Ussr Clubs and Organizations"
21
-
31
-n/a 17
112
-
39
-
- 209
-
30
7
30
87
-
1)
1 2 3
knowiedgeable
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
ignorant'
30
2(c) User perceptions of 'the politeness of marine park rangers.
Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot laland Reaort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
Island Campera
Ussr Clubs and Organizations
21
...
31
-
n/a 17
112
39
209
30
-
7
30
87
13
1 2
polite
,3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
rude
2(d) User perceptions of the competence of marine park rangers.
Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs end Organizations
- 21
31
n/a- 17
112
-
39
-
209
30
7
-
30
87
-
13
incompetent
" 2
competent
3 4 5 ',6 7 8 9 10
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2(e) User perceptions of the appearance of marine park rangers.
ssmple Size
Convnercial r ishermen
Privote Hotor~8oat Owners
Chorter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Islend Residente
Heron Island Resort Visitors
ledy Elliot leland Resort Visitors
Chorter Boat Psssengers
Dey-Visitors to lsdy Musgreve Islend
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
21
-
'. 31
n/e 17
112..
39
..
209..
" 30
7
30
87
13..
1 2 3
well-dressed
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
untidy
2(f) User perceptions of the friendliness of marine park rangers.
sem I sip e ze
21
31
-n/s 17
"112
39
209
30..
7
30
• 87
13..
Island Compera
Charter Bast PS8sengers
lelend Residents
Commercial fishermen
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holdere
Privete Motor-Ooet Ownere
Heron Island Resort Visitors
User Clubs and Organizstions
lady Elliot Island Roeort Visitors
Dey-Visitors to lady Musgrovo Island
1 2
friendly
3 4 5 6 7 o 9 10
hostile
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n/s - 111
I---n/s - 72
"-n/s - 26
- -- 164
'- n/s - 50
_ n/s
- 510
- n/s - 166
I- n/s - 61
~ n/s - )7}
147
f- n/s - 26
leland Campers
Island Residents
Charter Boat Passengers
Permit Holders
Commercial riahermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Heron Island Resort Visitors
User Clubs and Organizations
Lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
3. Percentage of respondents who felt that the current permit issuing system
is satisfactory. Sample Slze
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
o 10 20 )0 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
The most common problem areas raised by respondents in relation to the permit
issuing system were:
too many agencies are involved,
too many details required from applicant,
a need for more local permit issuing stations, and
a need to be able to apply for camping permits more than 3 months
in advance.
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Sample Size.
Commercial fishermen .._- 111
Private Hotor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators f- nla 26
Permit Holders .- 164
Island Residents - 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors 510
lliat Island Resort Visitors 166
Charter Boat Passengers - 61
tors to Lady Musgrave Island - 373
Island Campers 147
sar Clubs and Organizations - 26
Lady E
u
4(a) Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan has helped
to protect the Great Barrier Reef
Day-Visi
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan has improved
Australia's reputation in nature conservation SampleSiz•.
Commercial fishermen 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators nla 26
Permit Holders 164
Island Residents 50
Island Resort Visitors 510eran
liat Island Resort Visitors 166
Charter Boat Passengers 61
to Lady Musgrave Island 373ars
Island Campers 147
BBr Clubs and Organizations 26
H
u
Lady El
4(b)
Day-Visit
o 10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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4(c) Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan has improved
the fishing. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Char leI' Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
... - 111
72
-·n/a 26
- 164
- 50
-
- 510
-
.
- 166
61
373
.
- 147
~ - 26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
4(d) Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan has been a good
Sample Size.
Commercial fishermen - 111
•
Private Notor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators nla 26
164Permit Holders
Island Residents 50
Island Resort Visitors 510efcn
liot Island Resort Visitors - 166
Charter Boat Passengers 61
to Lady Musgrave Island 373ora
Island Campers 147
ser Clubs snd Organizations 26
H
u
Lady El
Day-Visit
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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4(e) Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan has been a wise
use of pub1ic money. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lBdy Elliot IsIBnd Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Oay-Visitora to lady Musgrsve Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
--- 111
- 72
-"/a - 26
-- 164
-
50
510
166
- 61
J7J
. , 147
26
o 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
I 5'5
Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan has been a
bureaucratic nightmare. amp e lze
Cornnercial fishermen - 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners 72
•
Charter Boat Operators n/s -- 26
Permit Holders 164
Island Residents 50
efon Island Resort Visitors . 510
Hot Island Resort Visitors . 166
Charter Boat Passengers
-
61
ora to Lady Musgrave Island - J7J
Island Campers ...... - 147
BCf Clubs and Organizations 26
H
u
lady EI
4(f)
Day-Visit
o 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
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Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan merely reflects
what has been going on for years anyway. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen - - 111
Private Molor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boot Operators -n/o 26
Permit Holders - 164
Island Residents - 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors
-
- 510
lliot Island Resort Visitors
-
--- 166
Charter Boat Passengers I- ---- 61
tors to lady Musgrave Island 37J
Island Campers 147
User Clubs and Organizations - 26
Lody E
4(g)
Ooy-Visi
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Sample Siz.e
- 111
- 72
n/o - 26
164
-
- 50
. 510
-
166
-- 61
-
J73
- 147
26
Commercial fishermen
Permit Holders
Charter Boat Operators
Island Residents
Charter Boat Passengers
Island Campers
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Percentage of respondents who agree that the zoning plan places too many
restrictions on what they can do.
Heron Island Resort Visitors
User Clubs and Organizations
lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
4(h)
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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3.5 PREFERENCE VARIABLES
The preference variables are intended to measure user preferences in
relation to the provisions of future Zoning Plans and day-to-day
management. Contained within this section of the report are
respondents' perceptions of what are appropriate roles for marine park
rangers, and records of the percentages of respondents who felt that:
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for recreational
line-fishing.
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for commercial
line-fishing,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for trawling,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for netting,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for spearfishing,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for shell
collecting,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for camping,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for resort
deve1opment,
more (or less) opportunities should be provided for scientific
research,
bag limits should be placed on recreational line-fishing, and
bag limits should be placed on recreational spearfishing.
Note: nfa indicates that the question was not asked of that user group.
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1. Preferred ranking of marine park ranger duties by each user group.
Duties are ranked in decreasing order of priority from 1 to 7.
USER GROUPS Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boal Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Islsnd Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lsdy Elliot Islsnd Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
5 2 6 7 3 1 4 111
6 4 5 7 2 1 3 72
7 2 5 6 1 3 4 26
6 4 5 7 3 1 2 164
5 4 7 6 3 1 2 50
, . . .
5 6 4 7 3 1 2 510
6 4 5 7 3 1 2 166
4 3 7 6 5 1 2 61
7 4 5 6 3 1 2 J7J
7 4 6 5 3 1 2 147
6 4 5 7 3 1 2 26
.. ., .r: ~ 15 ~ ~~ c
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RANGER OUTIES
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Smola S'
• •opportunltleswho felt that there should be more
line-fishing
Percentage of respondents
. a lZ•
Commercial Fishermen .... -- 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners 72
Charter Boat Operators 26
Permit Holders
-
- 164
Island Residents
-
- 50
eron Island Resort Visitors - nla 510
lint Island Resort Visitors nla -- 166
Charter Boat Passengers - 61
ors to lady Musgrave Island 373
Island Campers - 147
ser Clubs and Organizations 26
H
u
lady El
2(a)
Day-Visit
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
who felt that there should be fewer opportunities2(b) Percentage of respondents
line-fishing.
Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
- 111
.. - 72
I-- 26
164
-- 50
nla 510
nla 166
-
61
- 373
-
147
- 26
o 10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
provided for commercial line-fishing.
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Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be
Sample Size
more opportunities
- - 111
_.. 72
-
26
-
.- 164
. - 50
- nle - 510
nla -- 166
.- 61
J7J
-
- 147
..- 26
Island Residents
Island Campers
Charter Boat Operator~
Commercial fishermen
Permit Holdere
Charter Boat Passengers
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Heron Island Resort Visitors
User Clubs and Organizations
3(a)
o 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
3(b) Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be fewer opportunities
5 I Si. amp e ze
,
Commercial fishermen
-
111
Private Holor-Boot Owners - 72
Charter Boot Operators - 26
Permit Holders 164
Island Residents 50
eran Island Resort Visitors nla 510
Hot Island Resort Visitors n/a 166
Charter Boat Passengers 61
to lady Musgrave Island J7Jora
Island Campers - 147
ser Clubs and Organizations 26
H
u
Lady E1
Oay-Viait
o 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
4( a) Percentage of res~ondents
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who felt that there should be more opportunities
Sample Size
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Rasort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Oay-Visitors to Lady Musgrava Island
leland Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
._- 111
-
- 72
- 26
- 164
- 50
n/a 510
-n/a - - 166
- 61
~ - 373
~ 147
I- - 26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
4(b)
Commercial fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
who felt that there should be fewer opportunities
Sample Size
--
-
111
- 72
26
- 164
50
n/a 510
n/a 166
- 61
373
147
26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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5(a) Percentaae of respondents who felt that there should be more oDDortunit1es
proVlded for nett1ng. Sample Size
Commercial rishermen . - . - 111
Private Hotor-Boat Owners ,. .- 12
Charter Boat Operators ~ 26
Pormit Holdors • - 164
Island Residents . - 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors - n/a - 510
ledy Elliat Island Resort Visitors I- n/a ..... 166
Charter Boot Passengers ~ 61
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island ~. )7'
Islend Campers I- 141
User Clubs and Organizations - 26
0 10 20 '0 40 50 60 10 80 90 100
percent
Percentaqe of respondents who felt that there should be fewer oDoortunites
provided for netting. SalJlple Size
Commercial rishermen - 111
rivate Hotor~Bo8t Owners 72
Charter Boat Operators - 26
- 164Permit Holders
Island Residents 50
n Island Resort Visitors n/a 510
t Island Resort Visitors n/a 166
Charter Boat Passengers - 61
to Lady Musgrave Island - ,n
Island Campers - 141
Clubs and Organizations 26User
Hero
p
5(b)
lsdy Ellio
Dsy-Visitors
o 10 20 '0 40 50 60 10 80 90 100
percent
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provided for soearfishinQ. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen I- - 111
Private Hotor-Boat Owners
-
72
Charter Boat Operators
-
..• 26
Permit Holders f- - 164
Island Residents
"'
- 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors nla - 510
lliot Island Resort Visitors I-- nla .. 166
Charter Boat Passengers f- - 61
tors to lady Musgrave Island I- 37J
Island Campers f-- - 147
User Club. and Organizations - 26
lady [
6(a) Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be more opportunities
Oay-Vi.i
o 10 20 30 . 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be fewer opportunities
provided for spearfishing. Sample Siu:
Commercial fishermen - 111
Private Hotor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators 26.
Permit Holders - 164
Island Residents 50
eran Island Resort Visitors nla . 510
liot Island Resort Visitors nla - 166
Charler Boat Passengers -. 61
to Lady Musgrave Island 37Jor.
Island Campers - 147
ser Clubs and Organizations 26u
H
lady El
6(b)
Oay-Vi.it
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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.
Commercial fishermen l- .. _.•. 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners f-- 72
Charter Boat Operators I- - 26
Permit Holders ~ - 164
laland Reaidanta ,...- - 50
eran Island Resort Visitors I-··n/a 510
liot Island Resort Visitors - n/a 166
Charter Boat Passengers
-
61
ora to lady Muagrave laland
-
37J
Island Campers
-
- 147
sar Clubs and Organizations
-
26
Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be more opportunities
provided for shell collecting Sample Size
H
u
lady El
7(a)
Oay-Vlait
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
Percentage of res~ondents who felt that there should be fewer opportunities
provided for shel collecting S 1 S'. amp e He
Commercial fishermen - 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators 26
Permit Holders 164
Island Residents 50
eran Island Resort Visitors n/a 510
Hot Island Resort Visitors n/a 166
Charter Boat Passengers - 61
to Lady Musgrave Island 37JDrs
Island Campers 147
sar Clubs and Organizations 26
H
u
lady El
7(b)
Oay-VIait
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
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Sample Size
opportunities
provided for camping.
Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be moreala)
Commercial Fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
~hBrter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Raaort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrava Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
.- 111
72
26
- 164
- 50
n/a - 510
- n/a -- 166
61
J7}
- 147
- 26
o 10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
alb) Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be fewer opportunities
Semole Size
Commercial Fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permi t Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Reaort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
- 111
- 72
26
-
164
- 50
- n/a 510
n/a - 166
-- 61
J7}
~ -- 147
26
o 10 20 3D 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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.
Commercial Fishermen -- 111
Private Motor-Boat Owners
-
- 72
Charter Boat Operators --- 26
Permit Holders I- -- 164
Island Residents -- 50
eran Island Resort Visitors I- nla - 510
liot Island Resort Visitors I- nla -- 166
Charter Boat Passengers I-- -- 61
to Lady Musgrave Island - 373ors
Island Campers I-- 147
ser Clubs and Organizations I-- - 26
H
u
lady El
9(a) Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be more opportunities
prov; ded for resort deve1opment Sample Size
Oay-Viait
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
9(b) Percentage of respondents who felt that there should be fewer opportunities
provided for resort development.
Sample Size
Commercial Fishermen
Private Motor-Boat Owners
Charter Boat Operators
Permit Holders
Island Residents
Heron Island Resort Visitors
Lady Elliot Island Resort Visitors
Charter Boat Passengers
Day-Visitors to Lady Musgrave Island
Island Campers
User Clubs and Organizations
- 111
- 72
26
164
50
- nla 510
nla 166
61
373
- 147
26
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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Percentaqe of respondents who felt that there should be more opportunities
provlded tor scientlflc research. Ssmple Size
Commercial fishermen - 111
Private Molor-Boat Owners - 72
Charler Boat Operators - 26
Permit Holders - 164
Island Residents - 50
Heron Island Resort Visitors n/s 510
lliot Island Resort Visitors .. n/s - 166
Charter Boat Passengers - 61
tors to Lady Musgrave Island 373
Island Campers - 147
ser Clubs and Organizations - 26u
Lady E
10(a)
Day-Visi
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
S.....l Si
that there should be fewer 0 ortunities
e ze
- 111
-
- 72
26
164
50
nla - 510
nla - 166
- 61
373
I- 147
f-- 26
Island Residents
Island Campers
Permit Holders
Commercial fishermen
Charler Boat Operators
Charter Boat Passengers
Private Molor-Boat Owners
Heron leland Resort Visitors
Ussr Clube and Organizations
Lady Elliot lslsnd Resort Visilors
10(b)
Day-Visitors to Lsdy Musgrsva Island
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
percent
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Percentage of respondents who feel that baa limits should be applied to
recreational lIne-fIshIng. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen -- III
Private Motor-Boal Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators - 26
Permit Holders - 164
Island Residents - 50
eran Island Resort Visitors 510-
liot Island Resort Visitors - 166
Charter Boat Passengers 61
ora to lady Musgrave Island - n/a 37J
147Island Campere
ser Clubs and Organizations - 26
Lady [l
U
H
11(a)
Oay-Viait
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
Percentage of respondents who feel that baa limits should be applied to
recreational spearflshlng. Sample Size
Commercial fishermen - 111
Private Motor-Boet Owners - 72
Charter Boat Operators 26
Permit Holders - 164
Island Residents nl 50
eran Island Resort Visitors 510
liot Island Resort Visitors 166
Charter Boat Passengers 61
ra to lady Musgrave Island - nl - 37J
Island Campers 147
er Cluba and Organizations 26
H
Ua
Lady [l
11(b)
Day-Visito
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo 90 100
percent
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS
The surveys described in this report collectively provide a scientific
and systematic user-based evaluation of the Capricornia Section Zoning
Plan and day-to-day management. The results of the surveys are based
on the viewpoints of more than 1,700 Capricornia Section users from a
wide variety of user groups.
The overall response to the Zoning Plan and day-to-day management is
one that is very positive. There is a common belief amongst all user
groups that the marine park is playing a worthwhile role in helping to
protect the Great Barrier Reef. While most user groups expressed some
reservations about some aspects of the Zoning Plan and day-to-day
management, many users expressed a view that the levels of
inconvenience they are suffering are acceptable if it means that this
Section of the Great Barrier Reef will be protected for,future
generations.
Commercial fishermen feel that they have been more disadvantaged by the
Zoning Plan than other groups of users., They cite loss of traditional
fishing grounds and a lack of equivalent restrictions on recreational
fishermen as evidence that they are disadvantaged. On the other hand
there appears to be a consistent point of view from other user groups
that opportunities for commercial fishing within the Section should be
reduced when the Zoning Plan is reviewed.
There is evidence to suggest that many users perceive the Capricornia
Section as a 'national park' rather than in its true role as a
multi,ple-use park. The message that 'reasonable use' and 'limited
extraction' are part of the marine park philosophy has so far eluded a
wide cross-section of users.
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The level of knowledge and understanding of the technical aspects of
the Zoning Plan are generally quite low - even amongst users who spend
a large amount of their working or leisure time in the Section. This
does not necessarily mean that there is widespread ignorance of the
zoning provisions. Even though users may not be aware of the zone
names for example, there is a general awareness amongst regular users
of where and when activities are permitted. There is a tendency
amongst less experienced users to assume that use restrictions are more
severe than in fact they are.
Strong preferences were expressed by a number of groups that
opportunities for extractive activities such as line-fishing, trawling
and shell collecting should be reduced when the Zoning Plan is
reviewed. The notion of bag limits on recreational line and
spearfishing received strong support from almost all user groups.
The image of marine park rangers was favourable amongst most user
groups although there appears to be little contact between rangers and
a number of significant user groups, particularly those who visit the
southern part of the Section. Confusion exists amongst many users as
to the relative roles of the Authority and the National Parks and
Wildlife Service in the Capricornia Section. This confusion is even
apparent amongst some users who have had close contact with both
agencies.
There is a widespread feeling amongst users that the legal provisions
of the Zoning Plan are not being adequately enforced. Many respondents
feel that surveillance is inadequate and there is a general reluctance
on the part of responsible agencies to seek prosecution of known
offenders.
Overall the survey highlights a general public acceptance of the
Capricornia Section Zoning Plan and the day-to-day management. An
overwhelming majority of respondents from all user groups agree that
the Zoning Plan has helped to protect the Great Barrier Reef.
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At the same time the survey has raised a number of issues which should
be addressed during the review of the Capricornia Section Zoning Plan.
One of the most pressing of these issues concerns public perceptions of
what are and are not acceptable levels of resource extraction from the
Section, and how these perceptions might best be incorporated into the
Zoning Plan. The survey has also identified some specific areas that
warrant the attention of day-to-day managers in the Capricornia
Section. Most of these are concerned with education, extension and
enforcement activities.
As a final comment, it is worthwhile to note that this evaluation
project has been something of a pioneering exercise for the planning
profession in Australia. It is unusual for government planning
agencies to seek public judgement on their performance. The Authority
has done this and has been rewarded by both a favourable judgement and
valuable information on how its performance could be even further
improved. At the same time credit should also be given to the
Capricornia Section users. Without exception, all user groups reacted
positively to the project and showed a genuine interest in trying to
improve the Zoning Plan and day-to-day management.
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APPENDIX I.
DEFINITIONS OF USER GROUPS SURVEYED.
Commercial fishermen: Owners of registered commercial fishing
vessels who have worked in the Capricornia Section. Most
vessel owners in Queensland are master fishermen who
operate their own vessels. There are four commercial
fisheries operating within the Capricornia Section. They
include; trawling for prawns and scallops, demersal
fisheries (reef-dwelling species), pelagic fisheries
(migratory species), and other minor fisheries.
Private motor-boat owners: Owners of registered private motor-
boats over 4.5m (the minimum size required to reach the
Capricornia Section) living in the coastal area bounded
by St Lawrence and Burrum Heads.
Island resort managers: Managers of the two tourist resorts
located on islands within the Capricornia Section.
I
Charter boat operators: Operators of registered charter boats
based in adjacent ports and currently working in the
capricornia Section.
Permit holders: Individuals who had obtained a permit from either
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority or the
Queensland National Parks and Wildlife Service for
activities within the Capricornia Section since permits
were first requi.red in 1981.
These persons can be broadly categorized into four
permit groups based on the main activity in which they
participate. The groups are; scientific researchers;
collectors, for private or commercial purposes, of marine
organisms (mainly molluscs, corals and algae); educators;
and, other miscellaneous activities.
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Island residents: Persons employed by tourist resorts, research
stations and lighthouses who reside, on a full-time
basis, on islands within the Capricornia Section. This
group does not include any of the directors of the
research stations nor resort managers.
Heron Island Resort visitors: Visitor parties staying at the
Heron Island Resort during two survey periods.
Lady Elliot Island Resort visitors: Visitor parties staying at
the Lady Elliot Island Resort during the survey period .
.
Charter boat passengers: Passengers who visited the Capricornia
Section during September through November 1985 on one of
twelve selected charter boats.
Day-visitors to Lady Musgrave Island: Parties of day-visitors
visiting the Capricorn Section on the Lady Musgrave
Island catamaran service over selected days during a six
week survey period.
Island campers: All adult campers present on Masthead, North
West, Tyrone and Lady Musgrave Islands over the selected
survey periods.
Research station directors: The executive directors of the two
research stations located on islands within the
Capicornia Section.
User clubs and organisations: User clubs are defined as groups
who participate in activities directly within the
Capricornia Section. These organisations include;
yachting, motor-boat, sportfishing, shell collecting and
diving clubs. This group is distinct from the 'Permit
holders' group in that permit holders are individuals
only.
